In this paper, we consider the following system of differential equations: è = oj + G(6,z), ¿ = Az + f(6,z),
Introduction
Poincaré normal form theory plays an important role in the study of existence, stability, approximation and bifurcation of solutions of differential equations. This theory is well known for differential equations in the neighborhood of an equilibrium point or a periodic motion and may be found in Arnold [1] , Chow and Hale [4] , Guckenheimer and Holmes [5] , and Meyer [6] . For differential equations in the neighborhood of invariant tori, the reader may find the normal form theory, for example, in the recent works of Braaksma and Broer [3] and B. L. J. Braaksma, H. W. Broer and G. B. Huitema [10] .
In this paper, we consider the following system of differential equations:
(1.1) 6 = w + e(6,z), (1.2) z = Az + f(6,z),
where 6 e Cm, w = (oex, ... , com) e Rm, z e C", A is a diagonalizable matrix, / and 6 are analytic functions in both variables and 2rt-periodic in each component of the vector (9,6 = 0(\z\) and / = 0(|z|2) as z -> 0.
Without loss of generality, we can assume A = diag(Ai, ... , Xn). The idea of normal form theory is to find a transformation which changes the system of equations (1.1) and (1.2) into the "simplest" one. A special case occurs when the system of equations (1.1) and ( 1.2) can be changed into a linear system.
If the following small-divisor conditions are satisfied \i(co, k) + (a,X)-eXj\ > ° , for ; = 1,..., n,
(1*1 + \a\r where k is an integer vector, a is a nonnegative integer vector with 1 + e < \a\, e = 0 or 1, ( , ) is the scalar product, \k\ = \kx\ + ■■■ + \km\, and |a| = ax + ■■■ + a" , then we will prove that the system of equations (1.1) and (1.2) can be transformed to a system of linear equations 6 = oj, z = Az by an analytic transformation. For differential equations with no angle variables, the above result is the well-known Siegel linearization theorem. For the general case, the result was announced by Belaga [2] without proof.
In [1] Arnold gives a proof of Siegel's theorem for the analytic map Lx = Ax + f(x). In [9] Zehnder gives a very nice, simple proof of Siegel's Theorem using a different approach. However, the method used by Zehnder, in fact, requires that f(x) be a high order term (much higher than 2). But this can be carried out by normal form theory.
The purpose of this paper is to present a normal form theory for the system of equations (1.1) and (1.2) and a proof of the linearization theorem for the equations (1.1) and (1.2). The proof of the linearization is based on the normal form theory we present and the method in [9] .
The organization of this paper is as follows. In §2, we give the basic lemmas; in §3, we present a normal form theorem; and in §4, we give a proof of the linearization theorem.
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Basic lemmas
Set Dr = {(6, z) e Cm x C"||lm0,| < r for j = 1,... , m and \z\ < r} for r < 1. Let f(6, z) be bounded analytic and 2ii-periodic in 6X, ... , 6m in Dr. We define (2.1) \f\r= sup \f(6,z)\. where Cajk are constants satisfying <2-4> 'c-*¡s PÎTHiî for some positive constants Co and p. The conditions (2.4) are small-divisor conditions. Various small-divisor problems can be found in [ 1, 7 and 9] . One of the basic ways to solve these problems is to prove that the series / is convergent and to get estimates on / in terms of / and the domain. For our case, we discuss the Fourier-Taylor series (2.3).
Lemma 2.1. Let f be bounded analytic and 2n-periodic in each component of 6 in Dr. Then |/Q>fc| < \f\pp-Ms~pW for any 0 < p < r, where \a\ = ax + ---+ a", \k\ = \kx\ + ---+ \km\. Proof. Let fa = E*6*M/a,*e/<M> • Then
Since fa is analytic and 2^-periodic in 6X, ... , 6m, by Cauchy's theorem, the path of integration in the above integral can be shifted to dj = Xj ± ip, 0 < p < r, 0 < Xj < 2n (j = 1, ... , m), and choosing the sign equal to the sign of -kj, if k-^ 0 and arbitrarily if k¡■■ = 0, we have Using a Cauchy estimate, we have (2.6) \fa(6)\ < \f\pP-W.
The conclusion follows from (2.5) and (2.6) when 0 < p < r and also holds when p = r by the boundedness of /.
Lemma 2.2. (i) / is analytic, 2n-periodic in each component of 6 in Dr_a .
(ii) \f\r-a < Cx\f\ro^m+n+^+x\ where Cx = CX(C0, m, n, p) > 0 is constant, and 0 < o < r. Proof. For each (6, z) e Dr-a , using Lemma 2.1 and the small-divisor conditions (2.4), we obtain This completes the proof.
Normal form
Consider the following system of differential equations (3.1) 6 = oe + e(6,z), (3.2) z = Az + f(6,z),
where 6 e Cm , z e C" , co = (cox,... , oem) e Rm , A = diag(Ai ,...,X"), and 8 and / are analytic and 27t-periodic in each component of 6 in Dr. Assume 0 = 0(\z\) and / = 0(|z|2) as z -» 0. We have the following normal form theorem. Remark. If we do not have the 6 variable, then Theorem 3.1 is the normal form theorem around a fixed point. If M = 1, the equation (3.2) is already of the normal form since f = 0(\z\2).
Proof. We prove this theorem by induction on M. Suppose the transformation (3.6) transforms the system of equations (3.1) and (3.2) to (3.7) ß = co + h(ß,y), (3.8) y = Ay + g(ß,y).
Let M = 1. Assume O and *F are first order and second order homogeneous polynomials in y respectively. The transformation changes the system of equations (3.1) and (3.2) to the system of equations (3.7) and (3.8) is equivalent to (Q>, 4*) satisfying the following equations (3.9) h + Dfi<i>oe + Dy<&Ay + Dy<t>g + Dß<&h -6 o (/ + (<D, Wj) = 0, (3.10) g + DßVco + DJVAy -A*¥ + Dß*¥h + Dy*¥g -/o (/ + (<D, ¥)) = 0.
Now we solve the equations (3.9) and (3.10). Since M = 1, by observation, we take *F = 0. Then the equations (3.9) and (3.10) can be reduced to Writing Q(ß, y) = 81 +0+ as for h and comparing the orders of y in (3.11),
we have (3.12) DßQaj + DyQAy + hx -Sx =0, (3.13) h+ + Dy<ï>g + Dß<i>h -6+ -DßQ<& -R(<t>) = 0.
Note the left hand of (3.12) is a first order homogeneous polynomial in y and that (3.13) is 0(|y|2). Assume Theorem 3.1 holds for M = / > 1. We will show that Theorem 3.1 is valid for M = I + 1 .
By the induction hypothesis, there exists a transformation 6 = ß + <f>l(ß, y), z = y + xVl(ß, y) which satisfies the requirements of Theorem 3.1 and changes the system of equations (3.1) By using the small-divisor conditions (3.3) and Lemma 2.2, we obtain that '= E E<keH"'k)xa \a\=l+l k€Nm and Vi= E E ¥Í,kei{"'k)xa \a\=i+i k<ENm ai. = are analytic and 27t-periodic in r\ in Z)r;_¿, where 0 < ô < r¡+x. Moreover hl+x, gl+x, tp and y/ are solutions of the system of equations (3.25) and (3.26). We choose r¡+x sufficiently small such that 0 < r/+1 < r¡ -ô , Id+D^cp Dx<p Dny/ \d+Dxyi has an inverse and (n, x) + (</>, yi) e Dn for (n, x) e Dn+l. Hence we can solve the system of equations (3.27) and (3.28) for h+ and q+. Therefore the transformation ß = n + 4>(n, x), g = x + y/(n, x) changes the system of equations (3.15) First we describe the idea of the proof. This idea is essentially due to Rüssmann [8] and Zehnder [9] . In fact, Zehnder uses it to prove Siegel's theorem for maps. Then we prove the theorem precisely.
Without losing generality, we can assume that 8 and / are high order with respect to z. In fact, by using Corollary 3.2 of the normal form theorem, we can transform the system of equations (4.1) and (4.2) to a system whose nonlinear terms have the desired order.
It is not hard to see that (4.6) and (4.7) change the system of equations (4.1) and (4.2) to the linear system of equations (4.4) Unfortunately, F' has, in general, no inverse nor even a right inverse. So we cannot solve the linear equation (4.11).
However, F'(<5>, 4*) has an approximate inverse. Namely, F'(<&,*¥) can be written as
where L is a linear operator with a right inverse, and H(u, v) is "smaller" than (u, v). If we can construct such an approximate inverse L~x, then we can solve the linear equation F (O, xV)+L(u, v) = 0 for (u, v) and (<P+m, *¥+v) is a better approximation since F(<P+w, 4/+v) = H(u, v)+R(<i>, 4*; u, v) = "smaller"+ "smaller." Let We should also mention here that each iteration is defined on a smaller domain than that of the previous iteration. Fortunately, we will see that the domain shrinks to a fixed domain rather than one point after infinitely many iterations.
Before we prove Theorem 4.1, we discuss the operators T and L. From Note the above inequality implies that T has an "inverse" which is bounded from //o,/) to HXp_g. We denote this operator: g -» (p, q) by T~x . We have (4.20) r7 -r;+, = 2"^+3V.
Define a sequence {e,} by induction, eJ+i = Cj+Xe2, Cq = 1/2C2, where C > 1 is a constant to be chosen later. It is not hard to check that
(ii) e, -> 0 as j; -► oc ;
(iii) sj+x <jSj< Sj -ej+x.
As we mentioned before, by using the normal form Theorem 3.1, we can take (6, /) = o(|z|5(,M+"+//+3)). This will decrease the value of r. However, this will have no effect in our proof since we will choose r > 0 to be sufficient small. Let C = 8C3(^)<m+"+'i+3), where C3 = max{C2, 1} and e0 = 1/2C2. We choose r, 0 < r < 1, such that ||(8, f)\\r < e2, and eo < gr. Then we claim that (07-,4*7-) and (uj,Vj) have the following properties:
(Aj) (<D;, 4',) is well defined and ||(<D;-, 4//)||0 < e0 -e, ; (Bj) \F{*j,Vj)\rj<ej; 
